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Different Phases of Pure Substance, Two-Property Rule, Property

Diagrams, Tables and Charts, T~ s, T~ P, P~ v, P~ h and Mollier (h~s)

diagrams, Phase Boundaries, S-L-V region, CP and TP, Dryness

Fraction and its Measurement, Separating and Throttling

Calorimeters.
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• Repeat the same experiment along other constant pressure lines as shown below

Note: Join all the similar state points across each pressure line

Phase diagram : T – v plot
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Saturation pressure vs

saturation temperature curve



Definitions

• Heat of vaporization: The amount of heat required to convert the liquid water completely into

vapor

• Saturation temperature and saturation pressure: The temperature at which vaporization

takes place

• Sub- cooled liquid: If the temperature of the liquid water on cooling becomes lower than the

saturation temperature for the given pressure

• Compressed liquid: When the pressure on the liquid water is greater than the saturation

pressure at a given temperature

• The term compressed liquid or sub-cooled liquid is used to distinguish it from saturated liquid.

All points in the liquid region indicate the states of the compressed liquid



Contd..
• Superheated temperature: When all the liquid has been evaporated completely and heat is further 

added, the temperature of the vapor increases

 When the temperature increases above the saturation temperature (in this case 100°C), the vapor 

is known as the superheated vapor

 There is rapid increase in volume and the piston moves upwards

• Degree of superheat: The difference between the superheated temperature and the saturation 

temperature at the given pressure

• When the pressure is greater than the critical pressure, the liquid water is directly converted into 

superheated steam.

• As there is no definite point at which the liquid water changes into superheated steam, it is generally 

called liquid water when the temperature is less than the critical temperature and superheated steam 

when the temperature is above the critical temperature.



T-v diagram for pure substance

All of the saturated liquid

states are connected,

the saturated liquid line is

established

The region to the left of

the saturated liquid line

and below the critical

temperature is called the

compressed liquid region

saturated liquid and saturated vapor line

intersect at the critical point and form

what is often called the “vapor dome”

The region to the right

of the saturated vapor

line and above the critical 

temperature is called the 

superheated region

The region between the saturated liquid line and the saturated vapor line is called by these terms:

saturated liquid-vapor mixture region, wet region (i.e., a mixture of saturated liquid and saturated

vapor), two-phase region, and just the saturation region.

T (oC)

v (m3/kg)

All of the saturated

vapor states are

connected, the

saturated vapor line is

established

Tsat = 99.61oC

Tsat = 179.88oC



P-v diagram for pure substance

Note: The trend of temperature following a

constant pressure line is to increase with

increasing volume and the trend of the pressure

following a constant temperature line is to

decrease with increasing volume

T = constant lines on

this diagram have a

downward trend

P

v (m3/kg)

At temperatures and pressures above the critical point, the

phase transition from liquid to vapor is no longer discrete

• The critical-point properties of water are

 Pcr = 22.06 Mpa

 Tcr = 373.95°C

 vcr = 0.003106 m3/kg

Tcr = 373.95°C

vcr = 0.003106 m3/kg



P-T diagram for pure substance

Triple point is represented on a 

• P-T diagram the by a point 

• P-V diagram it is a line 

• U-V diagram it is a triangle

Substances that 

expand on freezing

freezing

melting

vaporization

condensation

Triple point: 

intersection of 

sublimation and 

vaporization 

curves

For water: 

T = 0.01oC, 

P= 0.6117 kPa



Steam Quality and Saturated Liquid-Vapor 

Mixture

• Since state 3 is a mixture of saturated liquid and 

saturated vapor, how do we locate it on the T-v 

diagram?

 To establish the location of state 3, a parameter 

called the quality x is defined as State 3

Note: g refers to vapor;  f denotes liquid


